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I have a question. Do you consider yourself Republican,
Democrat, or Independent? What percentages comprise
the current USA electorate? 40/50/10? 33/33/33?
30/40/30? What’s your best guess?

First, let’s consider this:

 

 

"Western liberal democracies," they write, "have now exceeded many people's

capacity to tolerate them." What does that even mean???

Authoritarianism: The Terrifying Trait That Trump Triggers
Latent authoritarianism is surprisingly common—and a threat to liberal democracy.
Psychologist Karen Stenner explains how it is triggered.

https://psmag.com/news/authoritarianism-the-terrifying-trait-that-trump-triggers

It means that first, we had better start understanding how people ARE. The way they

are wired. Like HARD-WIRED. This has absolutely nothing to do with good people

and bad people. I’ll talk about that too, if we don’t GET this, we are well and truly

f*cked no matter what we do.

It’s also important to understand that this same dynamic has played out over and

over and over again since the beginning of humanity. It will continue after we are

gone. It will continue until humanity no longer exists.

What it means is that 1/3 of the world population has “authoritarian tendencies”.

They just do. And there isn’t a damn thing anyone can do to change it.

“Authoritarianism is a deep-seated, relatively enduring psychological predisposition

to prefer—indeed, to demand—obedience and conformity, or what I call "oneness and

sameness," over freedom and diversity.” -Psychologist Karen Stenner

Now. Like it or not, that’s just how it is. We can’t change them and we can’t fix them.
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We can’t teach them and we can’t show them. Logic and facts are meaningless to

them. Let me say that again. MEANINGLESS.

t would be like someone telling you you had to write with your wrong hand, or hear as

well as child can, or run a 100 yard dash in less than 10 seconds. It ain’t gonna

happen. Not. Going. To. Happen.

So knowing that, what can we do??? Well ultimately, if we survive this intact, we need

to stop taking our freedom and democracy for granted, and put more stops in place to

ensure this current cluster is never allowed to happen again. First, let’s get through it.

How in the hell do we do that??? May I make a suggestion? Cool! Here it is. Ready?

STOP ARGUING ABOUT IT. If every single eligible voter in this country doesn’t stop

tearing each other apart we will have 4 more years (OR MORE) of this shit show.

(Thank you @20committee)

That’s not fatalism, or despair deza, or gloom and doom, or paranoia, or pearl-

clutching, or exaggeration. That is f*cking REALITY.

In addition, we need to stop letting these FOOLS distract us. Stop getting sent off into

a ridiculous useless tizzy every time HE WANTS YOU TO. Think of it this way: Ask

yourself “Does it piss me off?

Does it make me irrational? Does it impair my judgment? Does it make me do and

say things I wouldn’t ordinarily because I’m so furious?” If your answer is YES,

CATHY, IT F*CKING DOES, AS A MATTER OF FACT. Then guess what? He’s

WINNING.

Their entire goal in LIFE is to piss you off and take every got dam thing you have in

this life while you’re too angry to think clearly. I know. I do it. I’VE SEEN ME DO IT.

So now let me go back to my original question about how you think the electorate in

this country is made up. Would you be surprised to Learn that 46% now identifies as

INDEPENDENT???? Almost HALF OF ALL VOTERS ARE NEITHER DEMOCRAT

OR REPUBLICAN. HAAAALF. (Thank you #ChrisNethery)

Ok. So now that you know that

Party Affiliation
In politics, as of today, do you consider yourself a Republican, a Democrat, or an
independent? (Asked of independents: As of today, do you lean more to the
Democratic Party or the Republican Party?)

https://news.gallup.com/poll/15370/party-affiliation.aspx
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what is the VERY BEST THING WE CAN DO TO SAVE THIS COUNTRY????

Some of you won’t like it. It doesn’t matter. What matters is TAKING OUR

COUNTRY BACK FROM THOSE WHO ARE TRYING TO STEAL IT.

I’ve had all kinds of discussions with people about “who do you like” among the

*ridiculous* number of candidates we have? Guess what? IT DOESN’T MATTER

WHO YOU LIKE. THERE IS ONLY ONE CHOICE.

Now before I say who that is, let me ask you: Who would get almost every Democrat

vote AS WELL AS most “never Trumpers”? Who is it that MIGHT EVEN get votes

from Bernie Bros? Who would get those people IN THE MIDDLE THAT MAKE UP

HALF OF THE ELECTORATE GET UP AND GO VOTE FOR THEM?

At this point, for a good while now (relatively) and going forward, there is only one

choice. And we have to get behind that candidate and never look back. All or nothing

because that is truly what we are talking about.

YES. It’s going to take DECADES to fix what they’ve done to this country. But it’s a

pretty f*cking MOOT POINT... if GOOD doesn’t win against EVIL. As my very good

friend @ericgarland says, “THERE ARE ONLY TWO TEAMS.”

It’s never been more true at any other point in our entire lives than it is RIGHT NOW,

and it NEVER WILL BE AGAIN.  

This really is it. If we don’t get this right nothing else will matter.

Republicans are winning right now because they sucked it up and stuck together. (Its

an authoritarian thingie) Well let me tell you this: if we don’t take a few cues from

them and FOCUS, and beat them at their own game we might as well give up now.

And start learning Russian.
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